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[OPENING SLIDE/SLIDE 1]

Good day to everyone. As time is short, I hope you will forgive me for going straight to the
point.

The invitation to me came with a broad question that needs an answer: can the Belt and Road
Initiative facilitate the low carbon transition of Southeast Asia?

[SLIDE 2/RCEP ALL-BROWN MAP]

I want to start with an image from the Regional Comprehensive Economic Partnership (RCEP),
which entered into force this year.

The map conveys the size of the ambition of RCEP.

RCEP is not only the world’s largest free trade area. RCEP covers 30% of the world’s
population, from where 30% of global GDP comes from, which accounts for over a quarter of
the world’s trade in goods and services.

These are massive figures, but it is not the scale that is compelling.

[SLIDE 3/CHINA GREEN]

If we subtract the member countries of ASEAN, and if we consider the growing need of ASEAN
countries to not only survive but thrive amidst the worsening climate crisis, it seems only
China has something tangible to offer.

When we consider the role of modern energy services in advancing inclusive, sustainable
development, when we accept that ASEAN sees the modernization of its power sector as a key
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strategy that will speed up the region’s development, we will begin to understand why China
can offer solutions for the long term while the other non-Southeast Asian countries seek only
to maintain their current economic status.

[SLIDE 4/SEA AND CHINA GREEN]

When I look at this map of RCEP, it makes me impatient. Some critics push back against
China’s increasing influence in the region, but I pose the challenge differently. Why can’t China
do more? Because it must do more, and China can do more, if it decides to take a central role
in enabling and accelerating Southeast Asia’s energy transition.

There is a lot to disagree about nowadays. Conflict surrounds us and debates today produce
more heat than light.

Should we not try a different approach instead? Can’t we display courage through our
willingness to listen? Can’t we show our own confidence by recognizing openly that we face
common problems far greater than the disagreements that have defined us?

Our challenge is to build a better future, not just to dismantle the harm of humankind’s past
mistakes, when we believed we were above nature rather than part of it. Here, Xin Jinping’s
words are important.

Applause echoed throughout the world when Pres. Xi announced in September 2021 at the UN
General Assembly that China will no longer build coal plants abroad. Yet what he said before
this was just as significant:

“China will step up support for other developing countries in developing green and low-carbon
energy.”

We share a common home. I would like to think we also share common goals: that we make a
home of peace for all. A home that shelters everyone. A home where prosperity is shared. A
home that is beautiful and gentle.

It is understandable to feel these objectives seem unreachable today because of the violence
of wars fought over fossil fuel resources. And yet I remain hopeful.

Pres. Xi Jinping’s remarks, delivered at the 30th anniversary of the China-ASEAN Dialogue last
year was unmistakable. Did he not ask that we establish together a peaceful, safe, secure,
prosperous, and beautiful common home?

We can realize the same goals together when we promote shared leadership.
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It is often said in China that it is easy to snap a single chopstick, but when 10 chopsticks are
bundled, they are impossible to break. At the 20th China-ASEAN Summit in 2017, Premier Li
Keqiang shared an equally powerful reminder when he referred to a Filipino saying displayed at
the Chinese embassy in the Philippines:

Matibay ang walis, palibhasa’y magkabigkis.

独叶难成帚,齐心方能胜.

“A broom is strong because its strands are tightly bound.”

We will accomplish our common mission if we remind ourselves what we share is greater than
our differences.

Shanxi in China and Sumatra in Indonesia both face the immense challenge of transitioning
local economies away from coal, because what once provided income and jobs have now
become a source of harm. Coal is increasingly seen as a relic of the past, correctly, yet workers
in the coal industries of China and Indonesia are people whose families should benefit first
from the new low carbon economy. We will realize we have much to learn from one another
when we recognize our common challenges.

Across our region we share vulnerabilities. We share the deadly smoke of entire forests
burning due to neglect and greed. We share the ferocious impact of storms supercharged by
rapidly warming seas. Last year, we in Manila watched with concern as massive floods
ravaged the city of Zhengzhou, because we’ve experienced the same pain as well.

There is no reason why we cannot share the opportunity to harness what is available to all of
us. Energy that is renewable and capable of generating power to supply the great and growing
needs of our economies now and in the long run. The wind that blows through Guangdong
blows through Bac Lieu in Vietnam as well. It takes one severe storm to cause the centralized
Philippine grid to collapse. But if China and the Philippines can work together with a greater
sense of opportunity, we can establish economic resilience sooner by transitioning our power
sector faster towards distributed, flexible generation powered largely by solar and wind. When
people consume power where it is produced, we promote decentralization faster and we make
systems more resilient to external shocks.

The war over fossil fuel resources raging in another hemisphere should remind us of the
different future we can realize together. Because renewable energy will not only protect our
people from the volatile nature of internationally traded fossil fuel commodities. Accelerating
the energy transition will also promote world peace. By sharing renewable energy technology
and experience, we enhance national sovereignty and territorial integrity by helping supply
what many are lacking today -- energy security.
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I was asked what I thought of the initiative to build an ASEAN-China Network of Experts on
renewable energy. My answer is simple: we cannot and must not wait. Establish this network
now so we can face the future together with a greater sense of opportunity.

There is a line from a Tang Dynasty poem I know all Chinese children learn in primary school.
We need to hear it again: “One seed sown in the Spring turns into ten thousand grains of rice in
the Autumn.”

We are around the Spring Equinox in China today. This means it’s the season to plant seeds for
the future. Colleagues! Now is the time to plant seeds of cooperation so we may together
harvest a climate future that can be shared by all.

[LAST SLIDE/SLIDE 5/CONTACT DETAILS]

###
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Thank you!
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